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RESEARCH TASK / OVERVIEW
• Digital Engineering Transformation

• Culture transforma3on is at the heart of Digital
Engineering implementa3on

• Changes engineering decision-making
• Intended to reduce cycle time to bring new
capabilities and innovations
• Improve robustness and performance

• Challenges of changing how we do business
• Overcoming the language of prac<ce

• Transforma3on is not just within SE
• Cross Product Teams, Program Management, Matrix
Organiza<ons, IT, and more
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GOALS & OBJECTIVES
• Approach Digital Engineering Implementation as a Disruptive Innovation
• Harness Christensen’s five principles of organization for successful innovation disruption
Resource dependence
Small markets don’t solve growth needs of large companies
The market impact of disruption is unknowable in advance
Understand capabilities of company processes and values that can be disabilities when confronted with disruption
Attributes that make disruptive technologies unattractive in established markets are what add the greatest value in emerging markets

•
•
•
•
•

• How can we approach this for Digital Engineering?
• One principle at a time

ANALYSIS
• Principle 1: Resource Dependence
•

Embed projects to develop and apply DE where it is needed most
• Identify the right group willing to take on the new technology

•

Example: Retail disruption patterns

Separate them from the processes and metrics of other projects

•
•
•

Department, Variety, Discount
Success of Kresge/Kmart

•

Failure of Woolworth/Woolco

• Principle 2: Small markets don’t solve growth needs of large companies
Place projects to develop and apply DE in groups small enough to get excited about small
wins and opportuniRes

•

•
•

IdenRfy the right group willing to take on the new technology
RelaRve improvement or return to show growth

•

Incrementally increase scope or next project scale
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Example: Minimill-produced steel
• Takeover of markets from integrated steel makers

•

•

Began with lowest proﬁt-margin products

•

Increased their quality to compete in other products

• Principle 3: The market impact of disruption is unknowable in advance
•

Plan to fail early and inexpensively in the search for how to implement DE
• Identify the right market group willing to take on the new technology

•

Example: Honda late 1960s

Adopt trial, learning, trial again approach to search out the market

•
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Trying to enter motorcycle market in the US
Developed a market for dirt bikes instead

•
•

• Market was unknown at the time
Example: HP Kittyhawk drive
• Anticipated the PDA market
• Product was over designed and overpriced for emergent market

•

• Principle 4: Understand capabilities of company processes and values
that can be disabilities when confronted with disruption
•

• Principle 5: Attributes that make disruptive technologies
unattractive in established markets are what add the greatest value
in emerging markets
• What DE is working at companies that are successful with complex systems
• If these emerging markets see success in how they do SE, what can we learn?

Utilize resources of the organization to address DE implementation, but not
processes or values
•
•

DE will change the way we work, who we work with and what we deliver
Processes may need to change to see value

•

Measures of value may change

• Performance – needs of users vs. maximum capacity
• Cost/Schedule – time to market and usability
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FUTURE RESEARCH
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• The implementation of Digital Engineering is a cultural transformation
• One way to approach this transformation is to treat DE as a disruptive
innovation
• There are five principles of disruptive technologies that must be harnessed to
be successful
• Aligning research to the harnessing of these principles may provide the
needed insight for transformation
• The challenge in this application is to adapt the product centric view to the
design system
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